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Shapers of Urban Form
This book presents new research and theory at the
regional scale showing the forms metropolitan regions
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might take to achieve sustainability. At the city scale
the book presents case studies based on the latest
research and practice from Europe, Asia and North
America, showing how both planning and flagship
design can propel cities into world class status, and
also improve sustainability. The contributors explore
the tension between polycentric and potentially
sustainable development, and urban fragmentation in
a physical context, but also in a wider cultural, social
and economic context.

Cities of the World
For the first time in human history, more than half the
world’s population is urban. A fundamental aspect of
this transformation has been the emergence of giant
cities, or megacities, that present major new
challenges. This book examines how issues of
megacity development, urban form, sustainability,
and unsustainability are conceived, how governance
processes are influenced by these ideas, and how
these processes have in turn influenced outcomes on
the ground, in some cases in transformative ways.
Through 15 in-depth case studies by prominent
researchers from around the world, this book
examines the major challenges facing megacities
today. The studies are organized around a shared set
of concerns and questions about issues of
sustainability, land development, urban governance,
and urban form. Some of the main questions
addressed are: What are the most pressing issues of
sustainability and urban form in each megacity? How
are major issues of sustainability understood and
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framed by policymakers? Is urban form considered a
significant component of sustainability issues in public
debates and public policy? Who are the key actors
framing urban sustainability challenges and shaping
urban change? How is unsustainability, risk, or
disaster imagined, and how are those concerns
reflected in policy approaches? What has been
achieved so far, and what challenges remain? The
publication of this book is a step toward answering
these and other crucial questions.

World Cities and Urban Form
Most research on globalization has focused on
macroeconomic and economy-wide consequences.
This book explores an under-researched area, the
impacts of globalization on cities and national urban
hierarchies, especially but not solely in developing
countries. Most of the globalization-urban research
has concentrated on the "global cities" (e.g. New
York, London, Paris, Tokyo) that influence what
happens in the rest of the world. In contrast, this
research looks at the cities at the receiving end of the
forces of globalization. The general finding is that
large cities, on balance, benefit from globalization,
although in some cases at the expense of widening
spatial inequities.

The State of the World's Cities, 2001
Some cities seem destined to become major financial
capitals, yet never do--Seville, for instance, was the
centre of Spain's opulent New World Empire, but
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failed to become a financial metropolis. Others, like
former colonial backwater Hong Kong, defy the odds
by growing into major trading centres. What are the
key factors distinguishing those cities that become
wealthy from those that don't? Christopher Kennedy
illuminates how geography, technology, and
especially the infrastructure of urban economies allow
cities to develop and thrive. The Evolution of Great
World Cities unfolds through the tales of several
urban centres--including Venice, Amsterdam, London,
and New York City--at key junctures in their histories.
Kennedy weaves together significant insights from
urbanists such as Jane Jacobs and economists such as
John Maynard Keynes, drawing striking parallels
between the functioning of ecosystems and of
wealthy capitals. The Evolution of Great World Cities
offers an accessible introduction to urban economies
that 'will change the way you think about cities.'

Urban Geography
This collection of edited papers forms part of the
Compact City Series, creating a companion volume to
The Compact City (1996) and Achieving Sustainable
Urban Form (2000) and extends the debate to
developing countries. This book examines and
evaluates the merits and defects of compact city
approaches in the context of developing countries in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. Issues of theory, policy
and practice relating to sustainability of urban form
are examined by a wide range of international
academics and practitioners.
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Happy City: Transforming Our Lives
Through Urban Design
With a more holistic view of the interrelationships
between individuals, markets and the larger
economy, leaders can make more informed decisions.
Understanding past trends in light of today's
particular challenges, a wider knowledge of
economics also allows business leaders to create
more persuasive arguments when attempting to
affect positive change within an organization. Since
the turn of the century, emerging markets have
dramatically increased their role on the world stage,
the digital revolution has strengthened, social
networks have become a decisive force also in
business and the voice of the people has reinvented
markets and overturned governments, a sharing
economy has been born, scientific advances have
changed our lives and so on. All these issues and
processes pose a huge challenge for leaders, and
some are tackled in this book.

Achieving Sustainable Urban Form
This exciting collection of original essays provides
students and professionals with an international and
comparative examination of changes in global cities,
revealing a growing pattern of social and spatial
division or polarization.

Urban Systems Design
Cities are now home to nearly half of the world's
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population, and the issue of sustainable development
is one of the most pressing challenges facing the
international community in the 21st century. This
publication is the first in-depth attempt to monitor
and analyse the realities faced by urban populations
around the world. It explores a range of issues, trends
and policy responses in five major areas relating to:
shelter, society, environment, economy and
governance. It introduces the 'City Development
Index', which has been developed by the UN Centre
for Human Settlements (Habitat). Over time, this
should become a standard monitoring tool used to
track regional, national and city level progress
towards implementing the Habitat Agenda. The report
concludes that local democracy is a key factor for the
future of all cities.

Cities Made of Boundaries
Luoyang, situated in present-day Henan province, was
one of the great urban centres of pre-Qin and early
imperial China, the favoured site for dynastic capitals
for almost two millennia. This book, the first in any
Western language on the subject, traces the rise and
fall of the six different capital cities in the region
which served eleven different dynasties from the
Western Zhou dynasty, when the first capital city
made its appearance in Luoyang, to the great Tang
dynasty, when Luoyang experienced a golden age. It
examines the political histories of these cities,
explores continuity and change in urban form with a
particular focus on city layouts and landmark
buildings, and discusses the roles of religions,
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especially Buddhism, and illustrious city residents.
Overall the book provides an accessible survey of a
broad sweep of premodern Chinese urban history.

American Urban Form
In Green Dimensions, Cliff Moughtin relates
sustainable development and green design to the
realm of urban design and development. Examining
regional and local frameworks for design and
planning, this book shows how sustainable urban
design can be implemented on every scale. Working
from a strong theoretical base, the author uses case
studies and discusses policy developments, in order
to challenge the conventional wisdom on sustainable
design. The book provides a rounded discussion of the
application and suitability of current practice, and
predicts future design needs. Updating the reader on
topics such as energy efficiency, sustainable city
forms and the culture of new urbanism, this
completely revised and restructured second edition
also includes brand new chapters on the Urban Park
and Bio-diversity.

Urban Design Futures
This Handbook offers an unrivalled overview of
current research into how globalization is affecting
the external relations and internal structures of major
cities in the world. By treating cities at a global scale,
it focuses on the 'stretching' of urban functions
beyond specific place locations, without losing sight of
the multiple divisions in contemporary world cities.
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The book firmly bases city networks in their historical
context, critically discusses contemporary concepts
and key empirical measures, and analyses major
issues relating to world city infrastructures,
economies, governance and divisions. The variety of
urban outcomes in contemporary globalization is
explored through detailed case studies. Edited by
leading scholars of the Globalization and World Cities
(GaWC) Research Network and written by over 60
experts in the field, the Handbook is a unique
resource for students, researchers and academics in
urban and globalization studies as well as for city
professionals in planning and policy.

Order without Design
Who makes our cities, and what part do everyday
users have in the design of cities? This book
powerfully shows that city-making is a social process
and examines the close relationship between the
social and physical shaping of urban environments.
With cities taking a growing share of the global
population, urban forms and urban experience are
crucial for understanding social injustice, economic
inequality and environmental challenges. Current
processes of urbanization too often contribute to
intensifying these problems; cities, likewise, will be
central to the solutions to such problems. Focusing on
a range of cities in developed and developing
contexts, Cities by Design highlights major aspects of
contemporary urbanization: urban growth, density
and sustainability; inequality, segregation and
diversity; informality, environment and infrastructure.
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Offering keen insights into how the shaping of our
cities is shaping our lives, Cities by Design provides a
critical exploration of key issues and debates that will
be invaluable to students and scholars in sociology
and geography, environmental and urban studies,
architecture, urban design and planning.

The City in the Developing World
Providing an authoritative and stimulating global
introduction to the study of towns and cities, this
updated second edition has been extensively revised
to reflect feedback from readers and to incorporate
the latest research and developments.

World Cities and Urban Form
The last decade has seen the rise of urban design
which has taken a central position in the new agendas
for urban regeneration and renaissance. Urban design
has moved from marginality to mainstream. The
principles espoused by urban designers over the past
thirty years are now accepted as key to a better
urban environment and as we move towards greater
sustainability, different ideas are emerging that are
challenging some of the accepted urban design
norms; urban design is at a watershed. Urban Design
Futures presents essays from an international cast of
authors to review progress and explore emerging
ideas: should urban design reflect the future rather
than recreate the past? What are the new driving
forces that will shape urban living and hence urban
design in the future? This book explores new concepts
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and points the way towards a series of urban design
paradigms for the twenty-first century.

The Form of Cities
This book presents new research and theory at the
regional scale showing the forms metropolitan regions
might take to achieve sustainability. At the city scale
the book presents case studies based on the latest
research and practice from Europe, Asia and North
America, showing how both planning and flagship
design can propel cities into world class status, and
also improve sustainability. The contributors explore
the tension between polycentric and potentially
sustainable development, and urban fragmentation in
a physical context, but also in a wider cultural, social
and economic context.

Globalizing Cities
The Arab World is perceived to be a region rampant
with constructed and ambiguous national identities,
overwhelming wealth and poverty, religious diversity,
and recently the Arab uprisings, a bottom-up
revolution shaking the foundations of pre-established,
long-standing hierarchies. It is also a region that has
witnessed a remarkable level of transformation and
development due to the accelerated pace imposed by
post-war reconstruction, environmental degradation,
and the competition among cities for world visibility
and tourism. Accordingly, the Arab World is a prime
territory for questioning urban design, inviting as it
does a multiplicity of opportunities for shaping,
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upgrading, and rebuilding urban form and civic space
while subjecting global paradigms to regional and
local realities. Providing a critical overview of the
state of contemporary urban design in the Arab
World, this book conceptualizes the field under four
major perspectives: urban design as discourse, as
discipline, as research, and as practice. It poses two
questions. How can such a diversity of practice be
positioned with regard to current international trends
in urban design? Also, what constitutes the specificity
of the Middle Eastern experience in light of the
regional political and cultural settings? This book is
about urban designers ’on the margins’: how they
narrate their cities, how they engage with their
discipline, and how they negotiate their distance
from, and with respect to global disciplinary trends.
As such, the term margins implies three
complementary connotations: on the global level, it
invites speculation on the way contemporary urban
design is being impacted by the new
conceptualizations of center-periphery originating
from the post-colonial discourse; on the regional level,
it is a speculation on the specificity of urban design
thinking and practice within a particular geographical
and cultural context (here, the Arab World); and
finally, on the local level, it is an a

Designing Cooler Cities
Whether you are an urban geographer, an urban
sociologist or an urban political scientist, and whether
you take a qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods
approach, the challenge that confronts researchers of
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our increasingly "globalized" urban studies remains
fundamentally the same—how to make sense of
urban complexity. This book confronts this challenge
by exploring the various methodological approaches
for doing global urban research, including
Comparative Urbanism, Social Network Analysis, and
Data Visualization. With contributions from leading
scholars across the world, Doing Global Urban
Research offers a key forum to discuss how the
practice of research can deepen our knowledge of
globalized urbanization.

Urban Design in the Arab World
People have designed cities long before there were
urban designers. In Shapers of Urban Form, Peter
Larkham and Michael Conzen have commissioned
new scholarship on the forces, people, and
institutions that have shaped cities from the Middle
Ages to the present day. Larkham and Conzen collect
new essays in "urban morphology," the peoplecentered predecessor to contemporary theories of topdown urban design. Shapers of Urban Form focuses
on the social processes that create patterns of urban
forms in four discrete periods: Pre-modern, early
modern, industrial-era and postmodern development.
Featuring studies of English, American, Western and
Eastern European, and New Zealand urban history
and urban form, this collection is invaluable to
scholars of urban design and town planning, as well
as urban and economic historians.

Capital Cities and Urban Form in PrePage 12/28
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modern China
The CityForm consortium’s latest book, Dimensions of
the Sustainable City, is the first book to report on an
empirical multi-disciplinary study specifically
designed to address urban sustainability. Drawing
together the various dimensions of sustainability –
economic, social, transport, energy and ecological –
the book examines their relationships both to each
other and to urban form. The book investigates the
sustainability dimensions of cities through a series of
projects based on a common list of elements of urban
form, and which draw on the consortium’s latest
research to review the sustainability issues of each
dimension. The elements of urban form include
density, land use, location, accessibility, transport
infrastructure and characteristics of the built
environment. The book also addresses issues such as
adapting cities, psychological and ecological benefits
of green space and sustainable lifestyles, each
presenting a critical review of the relevant literature
followed by an empirical analysis presenting the key
results. Based on studies across five UK cities, the
book draws out findings of relevance to sustainable
cities worldwide. As well as an invaluable reference to
researchers in sustainable planning and urban design,
the book will provide a useful text for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses and for policy
makers dealing with these issues. The CityForm
consortium is a multi-disciplinary group of researchers
from five universities funded by the UK Engineering
and Physical Science Research Council from 2003-07.
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Megacities
This imformative book is a thoroughly revised and
updated edition of the classic introduction to
urbanization in developing areas. Using case studies
of cities drawn from around the world, including
Bangkok, Delhi, Manila, Mexico City, Singapore and
cities in Zimbabwe, this key text confronts three main
questions: Is there still a Third World, does it have a
common urban form, and what is the relationship
between urbanization and sustainability? The text
analyzes: the dimension of urban growth in the third
world historical perspectives on urban growth urban
population growth employment and incomes in the
city basic needs and human rights environmental
problems in third world cities planning and
management of cities. Containing a wealth of studentfriendly features including boxed case-studies,
discussion questions and guides for further reading,
this text provides an invaluable introduction to the
issues and processes of the city in the Third World.
Containing a greater depth of content and
referencing, and with new chapters and subjects
covered, this new second edition utilizes its larger
format to make extensive use of illustrations,
diagrams, global case studies, and further reading.
Overall, these changes have contributed to this
book's continuance as an extremely accessible
student text.

Cities by Design
"American urban form--the spaces, places, and
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boundaries that define city life--has been evolving
since the first settlements of colonial days. The
changing patterns of houses, buildings, streets, parks,
pipes and wires, wharves, railroads, highways, and
airports reflect changing patterns of the social,
political, and economic processes that shape the city.
In this book, Sam Bass Warner and Andrew
Whittemore map more than three hundred years of
the American city through the evolution of urban
form. They do this by offering an illustrated history of
"the City"--A hypothetical city that exemplifies the
American city's transformation from village to
merchant seaport, industrial city, multicentered
metropolis, and, finally, regional metropolis that
participates in both the local and the global. The book
thereby offers a yardstick against which readers can
measure the history of their own cities. Warner and
Whittemore have constructed their hypothetical City
from the histories of Boston, Philadelphia, and New
York, focusing on commonalities that make up key
patterns in American urban development. In an
engaging text accompanied by Whittemore's detailed,
meticulous drawings, they chart the City's changing
boundaries, densities, building styles, transportation
infrastructures, and population patterns. Planning for
the future of cities, they remind us, requires an
understanding of the forces that shaped the city's
past; these are the tools of urban change. The city's
protean, ever-changing nature offers each generation
a fresh chance to reform (and re-form) it."--Jacket.

Urban Form in the Arab World
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"A journalist travels the world and investigates
current socioeconomic theories of happiness to
discover why most modern cities are designed to
make us miserable, what we can do to change this,
and why we have more to learn from poor cities than
from prosperous ones"--

The Evolution of Great World Cities
Sara Adhitya is an urban designer and Research
Associate with the Accessibility Research Group at
UCL. Awarded a European Doctorate in the 'Quality of
Design' of Architecture and Urban Planning by the
University IUAV of Venice and the École des Hautes
Études en Sciences Sociales, Paris, she draws on her
multidisciplinary background in environmental design,
architecture, urbanism, music and sound design, in
her interactive and multisensorial approach to urban
design. She collaborates with a range of non-profit
and governmental organizations around the world
towards improving urban liveability and sustainability
through participatory design and planning.

Dimensions of the Sustainable City
The Form of Cities offers readers a considered
theoretical introduction to the art of designing cities.
Demonstrates that cities are replete with symbolic
values, collective memory, association and conflict.
Proposes a new theoretical understanding of urban
design, based in political economy. Demonstrates
different ways of conceptualising the city, whether
through aesthetics or the prism of gender, for
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example. Written in an engaging and jargon-free
style, but retains a sophisticated interpretative edge.
Complements Designing Cities by the same author
(Blackwell, 2003).

Urban Design: Green Dimensions
Urban Systems Design: Creating Sustainable Smart
Cities in the Internet of Things Era shows how to
design, model and monitor smart communities using
a distinctive IoT-based urban systems approach.
Focusing on the essential dimensions that constitute
smart communities energy, transport, urban form,
and human comfort, this helpful guide explores how
IoT-based sharing platforms can achieve greater
community health and well-being based on
relationship building, trust, and resilience. Uncovering
the achievements of the most recent research on the
potential of IoT and big data, this book shows how to
identify, structure, measure and monitor multidimensional urban sustainability standards and
progress. This thorough book demonstrates how to
select a project, which technologies are most costeffective, and their cost-benefit considerations. The
book also illustrates the financial, institutional, policy
and technological needs for the successful transition
to smart cities, and concludes by discussing both the
conventional and innovative regulatory instruments
needed for a fast and smooth transition to smart,
sustainable communities. Provides operational case
studies and best practices from cities throughout
Europe, North America, Latin America, Asia, Australia,
and Africa, providing instructive examples of the
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social, environmental, and economic aspects of
“smartification Reviews assessment and urban
sustainability certification systems such as LEED,
BREEAM, and CASBEE, examining how each addresses
smart technologies criteria Examines existing
technologies for efficient energy management,
including HEMS, BEMS, energy harvesting, electric
vehicles, smart grids, and more

Perspectives on Business and
Management
This imformative book is a thoroughly revised and
updated edition of the classic introduction to
urbanization in developing areas. Using case studies
of cities drawn from around the world, including
Bangkok, Delhi, Manila, Mexico City, Singapore and
cities in Zimbabwe, this key text confronts three main
questions: Is there still a Third World, does it have a
common urban form, and what is the relationship
between urbanization and sustainability? The text
analyzes: the dimension of urban growth in the third
world historical perspectives on urban growth urban
population growth employment and incomes in the
city basic needs and human rights environmental
problems in third world cities planning and
management of cities. Containing a wealth of studentfriendly features including boxed case-studies,
discussion questions and guides for further reading,
this text provides an invaluable introduction to the
issues and processes of the city in the Third World.
Containing a greater depth of content and
referencing, and with new chapters and subjects
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covered, this new second edition utilizes its larger
format to make extensive use of illustrations,
diagrams, global case studies, and further reading.
Overall, these changes have contributed to this
book's continuance as an extremely accessible
student text.

Towns and Cities: Function in Form
An argument that operational urban planning can be
improved by the application of the tools of urban
economics to the design of regulations and
infrastructure. Urban planning is a craft learned
through practice. Planners make rapid decisions that
have an immediate impact on the ground—the width
of streets, the minimum size of land parcels, the
heights of buildings. The language they use to
describe their objectives is qualitative—“sustainable,”
“livable,” “resilient”—often with no link to measurable
outcomes. Urban economics, on the other hand, is a
quantitative science, based on theories, models, and
empirical evidence largely developed in academic
settings. In this book, the eminent urban planner Alain
Bertaud argues that applying the theories of urban
economics to the practice of urban planning would
greatly improve both the productivity of cities and the
welfare of urban citizens. Bertaud explains that
markets provide the indispensable mechanism for
cities' development. He cites the experience of cities
without markets for land or labor in pre-reform China
and Russia; this “urban planners' dream” created
inefficiencies and waste. Drawing on five decades of
urban planning experience in forty cities around the
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world, Bertaud links cities' productivity to the size of
their labor markets; argues that the design of
infrastructure and markets can complement each
other; examines the spatial distribution of land prices
and densities; stresses the importance of mobility and
affordability; and critiques the land use regulations in
a number of cities that aim at redesigning existing
cities instead of just trying to alleviate clear negative
externalities. Bertaud concludes by describing the
new role that joint teams of urban planners and
economists could play to improve the way cities are
managed.

Musical Cities
The book makes a step change from any other
comparable studies by understanding our towns and
cities in terms of function in form. This helps us to
appreciate why every town is a recognisable town,
wherever it is. Different urban environments in
different parts of the world, past and present, can
come to be seen according to their similarities instead
of their differences. Furthermore, by appreciating how
the economic influences of everyday life structure our
towns and cities, we can in turn begin to understand
better how the structure of towns and cities affect the
quality of life of inhabitants and the cohesiveness of
communities. In covering all scales from inside the
home to macrostructure of the city, the book
encapsulates urban or town planning and does not
seek to distinguish between the various design
disciplines.
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International Handbook of Globalization
and World Cities
This edited book surveys the major sustainability
challenges facing Asian cities, in particular those
related to urban energy and city cooling. The book
discusses the key concepts and issues involved,
addressing the three levels of micro (individual
buildings), meso (neighbourhoods/districts) and
macro (whole or large parts of cities). It illustrates
different paradigms of urban development and
explores how to create cooler cities by applying
integrated sustainable design and planning on all
three levels, bridging the gap between specialist
approaches by highlighting both built projects,
processes, and research. It also raises questions
about prevalent paradigms of urban development as
well as topics relating to urban district cooling
solutions, sustainable construction materials, and
processes towards effective delivery of sustainable
cities. Providing cutting edge insights into hot climate
cities in Asia, this text is also pertinent for the study
of cities in other world regions, notably in developing
countries, and of broad relevance to sustainable
urban planning in all contexts.

City and Cosmos
This book presents new research and theory at the
regional scale showing the forms metropolitan regions
might take to achieve sustainability. At the city scale
the book presents case studies based on the latest
research and practice from Europe, Asia and North
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America, showing how both planning and flagship
design can propel cities into world class status, and
also improve sustainability. The contributors explore
the tension between polycentric and potentially
sustainable development, and urban fragmentation in
a physical context, but also in a wider cultural, social
and economic context.

Third World Cities
Achieving Sustainable Urban Form represents a major
advance in the sustainable development debate. It
presents research which defines elements of
sustainable urban form - density, size, configuration,
detailed design and quality - from macro to micro
scale. Case studies from Europe, the USA and
Australia are used to illustrate good practice within
the fields of planning, urban design and architecture.

The Evolving Spatial Form of Cities in a
Globalising World Economy
This book presents the latest thinking on the benefits
and dangers of higher density urban living. It offers
diverse opinions and research, from a wide range of
disciplines, and gives an insight into both the
theoretical debate and the practical challenges
surrounding the compact city. Essential reading for
anyone with an interest in sustainable urban
development.

Third World Cities
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This is a book about cities or, more precisely, about
the physical form of cities. It starts presenting the
main elements of urban form – streets, urban blocks,
plots and buildings – structuring our cities and the
fundamental actors and processes of transformation
shaping these elements. It then applies this analytical
framework to describe the evolution of cities over
history as well as to explain the functioning of
contemporary cities. After the initial focus on the
‘object’ (cities) the book describes how different
researchers and different schools of thought have
been dealing with this object since the emergence of
Urban Morphology, as the science of urban form, in
the turning to the twentieth century. Finally, the book
tries to identify what are the most important (and
specific) contributions that Urban Morphology has to
offer to contemporary cities, societies and economies.

Doing Global Urban Research
The City in the Developing World is a comprehensive
and up-to-date introduction to urbanisation in
developing countries. The goal of this text is to place
an understanding of the developing world city in its
wider global context. First, this is done by developing
the concept of social surplus product as a key to
understanding the character of the contemporary
Third World city. Second, throughout this text, the city
in developing areas is centrally placed in the context
of global, social, economic, political and cultural
change. Thus, the important themes of globalisation,
modernity and postmodernity are examined both in
relation to the structure of sets of towns and cities
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which make up the national or regional urban system,
and in respect of ideas and concepts dealing with the
morphology, structure and social patterning of
individual urban areas. The City in the Developing
World is a core text for second and third year
undergraduates in the fields of geography,
development studies, planning, economics and the
social sciences, taking options which deal with
development issues, development theory, gender and
development and Third World development.

Urban Morphology
In City and Cosmos, Keith D. Lilley argues that the
medieval mind considered the city truly a microcosm:
much more than a collection of houses, a city also
represented a scaled-down version of the very order
and organization of the cosmos. Drawing upon a wide
variety of sources, including original accounts, visual
art, science, literature, and architectural history, City
and Cosmos offers an innovative interpretation of how
medieval Christians infused their urban surroundings
with meaning. Lilley combines both visual and textual
evidence to demonstrate how the city carried
Christian cosmological meaning and symbolism,
sharing common spatial forms and functional
ordering. City and Cosmos will not only appeal to a
diverse range of scholars studying medieval history,
archaeology, philosophy, and theology; but it will also
find a broad audience in architecture, urban planning,
and art history. With more of the world’s population
inhabiting cities than ever before, this original
perspective on urban order and culture will prove
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increasingly valuable to anyone wishing to better
understand the role of the city in society.

The Compact City
In this paper, Murray draws attention to the large
metropolises that dominate as economic power base cities such as New York and Japan - and then
contrasts them with cities that aspire to such "worldclass" status as Johannesburg and Säao Paulo, using
the concept of "global cities" as a key context to the
discussion.

World Cities and Urban Form
Compact Cities
A fifth edition of this book is now available. This fully
updated and revised fourth edition of the classic text
offers readers a comprehensive set of tools for
understanding the urban landscape, and by extension
the world's politics, cultures, and economies.
Providing a sweeping overview of world urban
geography, a group of noted experts explores the
eleven major global regions. Liberally illustrated with
a new selection of photographs, maps, and diagrams,
the text also includes a rich array of boxed vignettes.
Clearly written and timely, this text will be invaluable
for those teaching introductory or advanced classes
on global cities, regional geography, and urban
studies.
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Globalization and Urban Development
The analysis of urban development of the past twenty
years presented in this maiden edition of the World
Cities Report shows, with compelling evidence, that
there are new forms of collaboration and cooperation,
planning, governance, finance and learning that can
sustain positive change. The Report unequivocally
demonstrates that the current urbanization model is
unsustainable in many respects. It conveys a clear
message that the pattern of urbanization needs to
change in order to better respond to the challenges of
our time, to address issues such as inequality, climate
change, informality, insecurity, and the unsustainable
forms of urban expansion.

World Cities Report 2016
Cities Made of Boundaries presents the theoretical
foundation and concepts for a new social scientific
urban morphological mapping method, Boundary Line
Type (BLT) Mapping. Its vantage is a plea to establish
a frame of reference for radically comparative urban
studies positioned between geography and
archaeology. Based in multidisciplinary social and
spatial theory, a critical realist understanding of the
boundaries that compose built space is
operationalised by a mapping practice utilising
Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Benjamin N.
Vis gives a precise account of how BLT Mapping can
be applied to detailed historical, reconstructed,
contemporary, and archaeological urban plans,
exemplified by sixteenth to twenty-first century
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Winchester (UK) and Classic Maya Chunchucmil
(Mexico). This account demonstrates how the
functional and experiential difference between
compact western and tropical dispersed cities can be
explored. The methodological development of Cities
Made of Boundaries will appeal to readers interested
in the comparative social analysis of built
environments, and those seeking to expand the
evidence-base of design options to structure urban
life and development.
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